we could, making such added notes and details as we went along as would
suffice to get the building properly built and turn it over to the help.
The manner of work being what it is, this was not unreasonable at the
time.
My own son Lloyd introduced the Union in the person of a contractor
—Robertson, By all evidence obtainable Robertson should have been
competent Konzertrneister with the sympathetic aid of my untried
amateur superintendent Schindler. But, while Robertson could read the
average score, he couldn't read this one? as it turned out. And the superin-
tendent didn't if he could. Rudy Schindler was too smooth a party ever to
learn how to be serious, which was one reason why I liked him. But that
was bad for the house. Soon I would hear of trouble clear away across the
Pacific.
Robertson said it was all because the plans were so hastily prepared.
Only partially true. Every contractor will say that and always—in any
circumstances—it will be partly true. But he knows the allegation plausible
alibi for him because every contractor has seen it, times without number,
take effect. The truly unreliable contractor never fails to use it with excel-
lent results, so far as he is concerned, which is mostly all he cares about.
And this is all in his day's work. The contractor is seldom contractor for
anyone's health but his own and never precisely for that. The drawings
were sufficiently complete, But details were being constantly added to
educate the contractor as and when his feeble grasp fell short.
Now, the penalty (one of the many, probably) for being feminine, with
extremely small hands and feet, rich, alone and mundane, is to have an
entourage of 'friends'. And employees who yearn to justify themselves as
friends, by undertaking to guard the feminine employer's financial in-
terest in such manner that they will look faithful until the employer
rudely awakens. As employers do. As this one did.
Collectively this insurance-brigade of Miss B's. knew about as much
about this building as Sodom knew of Sanctity. Unless checked they could
only insure defeat. Here enters at the psychological moment the eternal
triangle, Architect, Owner, Contractor. All too often the Owner at first
sign of trouble with the Architect takes refuge in the Contractor. And this
is what now happened. She did.
My client had by now been angered by certain failings of her architect.
They got tangled up with his virtues, among them one difficult to un-
tangle and that one, most offensive at this time, was a distinct failure to
regard the mere owner of a work of art in hand like the romanza, as of
ultimate importance in the execution of the design. There were forthright
refusals to allow her to take the life of the work itself by thoughtless
changes suggested by these cerebrations guardians of hers without due
reference to the architect's opinion. The consequence was a challenge to
combat.
So, the building about half done—a fortuitous decision. They' should
build the house. Now this is where I should have left Hollyhock House
forever, But do you know the feeling of a sentimental architect for his
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